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ABSTRACT.  This paper is concerned with strongly nonlinear (and pos-

sibly degenerate) elliptic partial differential equations in unbounded regions.  To

broaden the class of problems for which solutions exist, the equation and bound-

ary conditions are expressed by use of set-valued functions; this involves no tech-

nical complications.  The concept of "solution" is so formulated that existence

is needed only in bounded regions.  Uniform boundedness is first established, and

compactness of support is then deduced by a comparison argument, similar to

that in recent work of Brezis, but simpler in detail.   The central problems here

are not associated with the comparison argument, but with the nonlinearities.

Our hypotheses are given only when Igrad u\ is small, so that the minimal sur-

face operator (for example) is just as tractable as the Laplacian.   Further non-

linearity is allowed by the use of the Bernstein-Serrin condition on the quadratic

form, and by a suitably generalized version of the Meyers-Serrin concept of es-

sential dimension.  Although the boundary can have corners, we allow nonlinear

boundary conditions of mixed type.  Counterexamples show that certain seeming-

ly ad hoc distinctions are in fact necessary to the truth of the theorems.

1.  Historical resume. It is well known that certain singular variational

problems on [0, °°) have solutions with compact support. The history of this

subject need not detain us; we mention only that it starts in 1952, or earlier,

and continues active to the present time. In the most interesting cases the mini-

mizing function is a spline function with infinitely many maxima and minima,

the Euler equation is of the fourth order, and the maximum principles which

underlie the more familiar methods of comparison and estimation do not apply.

The situation is entirely different when the Euler equation is of the second

order. In that case many comparison methods are available, and the compact-

ness can be deduced by exhibiting a super solution and subsolution, both of

which themselves have compact support. This method was first used by Brezis

[1]. It applies with equal ease to ordinary and partial differential equations,

and gives powerful results with little calculation.
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Our objective is to bring some of Brezis' work into contact with the theory

of differential inequalities, and thus extend it to broad classes of nonlinear prob-

lems. Comparison with results of Brezis is given at appropriate points of the se-

quel.

2.  Formulation of the problem.  Let SI be an unbounded region in R".

Following the notation [3] we agree that a denotes a symmetric 77 by 77 matrix,

b is an n vector, c a scalar, u is the gradient, u" the Hessian, au" and bu denote

the obvious contractions, pap is a quadratic form, ax' is the trace of a, Ixl = r,

and uv is the inner normal derivative in the sense of Walter.

We consider the relation

(1) a{x, u, u')u" - b(x, u, u')u E C{x, u, u),      x E SI.

Appropriate boundary conditions of the form

(2) uvEK(x,u),     xEYx,

are prescribed on a bounded subset Tx of oSl and u(x) = 0 on the rest of the

boundary, T0.

To deal with the fact that SI is unbounded, let Ixl <RX contain rx. The

"solution" u is expressed in terms of functions u(x, R)forR>Rx which satisfy

(1) in the set

í2(F) = {xlxGS2, IxKF}

together with appropriate boundary conditions in this set. The latter consists of

those inherited from the problem in SI together with the additional condition

u(x, R) = 0 for x G SI, Ixl = R.  Although u(x, R) need not exist outside of

Sl(R) it is assumed, for the time being, that u(x, R) is D2 in Sl(R) and contin-

uous in the closure. Here Dl is the class of differentiable functions, and D2 is

the class of functions with gradient in D1. The problem of relaxing these condi-

tions is discussed later.

We want to find p > Rx such that every u(x, R) satisfies

u(x, R) = 0   for p< IxKF.

In that case each u(x, R) for F > p gives rise to a solution of (1) and (2) in SI,

and the problems of existence and uniqueness in SI are reduced to the correspond-

ing problems in Sl(R). This reduction of the problem to the case of a bounded

region is a major goal of the theory.

Clearly the above situation cannot occur unless C(x, 0, 0) contains 0 for

large Ixl, and we suppose that this is the case. We also assume existence of the

functions u(x, R), at least for the one-sided inequalities which form the main

topic of discussion.
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3. Differential inequalities. From now on C(x, u, u) is an interval. Hence,

if the left side of (1) is denoted by Tu then (1) can be written in the form

(3) c'(x, u, u) >Tu>c+(x, u, u).

Strictly speaking, this requires that C be a closed interval. However, when the

functions c are qualified only by suitable inequalities, as is done here, (3) can be

made to convey exactly the same information as is conveyed by (1).

The left-hand relation (3) may be regarded as an inequality for -u rather

than m, so that both relations are included in the study of

(4> a(x, u, u')u" - b(x, u, u')u > c(x, u, u).

This is the main subject of discussion.

Corresponding to the one-sided inequality (4) are one-sided boundary condi-

tions in Tj, formulated more precisely below. Likewise the condition on T0 is

replaced by a one-sided condition, u(x) < 0, x G r0. The function m(x, R) is

required to satisfy the inherited one-sided boundary conditions in £2(i?) together

with u(x, R) < 0, x G í2(/?)> Ixl = R.  The continuity conditions are as in §2.

If f(R) denotes the family of all such one-sided solutions set

m(x) = sup u(x, R)   for u E ftR), R > max(lxl, Rx).

Then ïï(x) exists if and only if the family is bounded above at x, and the function

m+(x) = max[U(x), 0]

has compact support if and only if there exists p such that

m G F(R) =* m(x, R) < 0   for p < \x\ < R.

It turns out that (4) is actually used only when u > 0, and (3) only when

m ̂  0. To avoid introducing two functions c~ and c+ we can define c to agree

with c~ when m < 0, and to agree with c+ when u > 0. The two-sided inequal-

ity is then

uTu >uc(x, u, u)     (u ¥= 0)

and the one-sided inequality is the same, except that it holds only for u > 0.

Similar remarks apply to the boundary conditions.

4. Simple boundary conditions.  For Mx a positive constant let

(5) x G rx    and   u > Mx => uv > 0.

If (4) is two-sided, as explained above, the conditions are changed to

(6) xETx    and    \u\>Mx =>uuv>0.
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This corresponds to the following choice of K(x, u) in (2):

u<-Mx =>F(x, u)= [-«,0),

-Mx < u < Mx => K(x, u) = [-<*>, °°],

u>Mx =>K(x, M) = (0,oo].

More general boundary conditions are discussed later.

To see the connection with other formulations, let ^(x, s) be functions on

Tj x F1 with the properties

Isl >Mx => skx(x, s) > 0,   k2(x, 0) = 0,   sk2(x, s)>0   for all s.

Then (6) follows from

kx(x,u) = k2(x,uv),     xETx.

As a still more specific illustration, (6) would follow from

\pul>3 -qsinhuJ^Ml'3,     xETx,

where p and q are any functions of (x, u, uv) satisfying p> l,q>0. Thus, (6)

is perhaps more general than appears at first glance. It should be mentioned that

(5) holds by convention if u < Mx on Tx, and (6) if I« I < Mx on Tx. The latter

is assumed in [1].

5. Simple interior conditions.  Let F0, M0 and 6 be positive constants,

with R0 so large that Ix I < R0 contains Fx. We assume that these constants can

be chosen so that the following conditions hold for x G Í2:

lxl< F0 and u>M0=> a(x, u,0)>0 and c(x, u, 0) > 0,

Ixl > F0, u > 0 and Ipl < e ■* a(x, u,p)>0 and c(x, u, 0) > 0.

If (4) is two-sided, as explained above, the conditions are changed to

Ixl <F0 and \u\ >M0 => a(x, u,0)>0 and uc(x, u, 0) > 0,
(8)

Ixl >F0, u ¥= 0 and Ipl < e =* a(x, u, p) > 0 and uc(x, u, 0) > 0.

We do not require a(x, u, u) > 0 throughout Í2, still less do we require

a(x, u, u) > 0; in other words, the results are not confined to elliptic solutions.

A principal term such as

a(x, u, u')u" = (1 -u\)uxx + (1 -u\)u22

or

a(x, u, u')u" = u\uxx + 2uxu2ux2 + u\u22

is allowed in the following theorems.
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6. Simple compactness theorems.  In this section the boundary conditions

(5) and the interior conditions (7) are called "basic assumptions." To describe

further hypotheses, let M = max(M0, Mx) and

Sl(M, e) = {(x, u, p)\x G il, elxl > 1, M> u > 0, 0 < \p\< e, pllx}.

Clearly Q.(M, e) is a subset of R2n+1. However we use il(M, e) only in connec-

tion with a definite function m = u(x, R) with p = u'(x, R), so that, in any given

calculation, Cl(M, e) is correlated with a subset of Í2.  A statement such as

"xb(x, u, p) < o(l) in Q.(M, e)" means that, if u and p are restricted as above,

then xb(x, u, p) < 8(r) where lim^oo S(r) = 0. (Recall that Ixl = r, as was

stated in §2.)

Theorem 1. Besides the basic assumptions, suppose the following conditions

hold in Sl(M, e) for some e > 0:

(i) c(x, u, p) > e,

(ii)   \a(x,u,p)\<o(r2),

(iii) xô(x, u, p) < o(r2).

Then u+ has compact support.

The next theorems have simpler statements if the equation is suitably norm-

alized, and they are presented in normalized form first. The modifications needed

when the equation is not normalized are given in a supplementary remark at the

end.

We assume that

(9) xa(x, u,p)x>0   in Sl(M, e).

Since p llx in Q.(M, e) this is somewhat weaker than the Bernstein-Serrin condition

pa(x, u, p)p > 0 for all p ¥= 0.  The latter in turn is much weaker than the famil-

iar assumption of uniform ellipticity.

Under hypothesis (9) let

'*<*•»•'>=;&kw2 inSWe>-

N = N(M, e) = inf d*(x, u, p)   in Í2(M, e).

The quantity N is a nonlinear analog of the essential dimension introduced by

Meyers and Serrin [2]. In the linear case N is, of course, independent of M

and 6.
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Theorem 2. Besides the basic assumptions, suppose the following hold in

Sl(M, e) for some e > 0:

(i) The essential dimension satisfies N > - °°;

(ii) c*(x, u,p)>f(\x\) where f>0,fEC(0\and the following hold for

N<2,N = 2,orN>2, respectively:

J" rf(r)dr = ~,   J" r log r/(,-)rfr - ~   J" ^fifiár = °°.

77ze77 u+ has compact support.

Theorem 3. ¿ef a aTicr* 0 ôe constants, not both 0. Besides the basic

assumptions, suppose the following hold in Sl(M, e) for some e > 0:

(i) d*(x,u,p)>l-2a\x\.

(Ü) c*(x, u, p) > ß2u +/(lxl) where f> 0,/G C(0), ötk/

J0°° exp{[(a2 + ß2)1'2 - a]r} f(r)dr = ~.

77ieT7 u+ has compact support.

If a = /? = 0 condition (ii) changes to ¡q rf(r)dr = °°. This is a special

case of Theorem 2.

Theorem 4. Besides the basic assumptions, suppose the following hold in

Sl(M, e) for some e > 0:

(i) The essential dimension satisfies N > 1.

(ü) c*(x, u, p) > f(u)g( \p I ) where f(t) > 0 and g(t)> 0 for t> 0, /, g E

C<°>, and

Qf(t)dt,   G(s)=j0^

exist.

(iii) With F and G as in (ii), /J ds/G~1 [F(s)] < °°.

77ieTi u+ has compact support.

The normalization underlying the above theorems consists in dividing the

equation through by X(x, «, u) where

xa(x, u, p)x = X(x, u, p)\x\2.

If the new matrix so obtained is a* then

xa*(x, u,p)x= Ixl2    in Sl(M, e).

This operation can lead to bad behavior of the normalized coefficients 6*, c*. d*

and is impossible if ax = 0. It requires some sort of lower bound for xax, where-

as one would like to get by with just an upper bound on la I.

Given an upper bound on la(x, u,p)\ in Sl(M, e), we can always normalize
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so that the new a satisfies xa*(x, u, p)x < \x\2. (Just divide by max(X, 1) where

X is the function above.) The condition xa(x, u, p)x > 0 is no longer needed;

indeed a = 0 is permitted in part or all of Í2(M, e).

Instead of introducing a* we assume that a itself satisfies this rather harm-

less condition, and use the original coefficients, b, c rather than b*, c*. Thus

d* becomes

d(x, u, p) = x'a(x, u, p) - xb(x, u, p)

and N = inf d(x, u, p) in Sl(M, e).

Supplement.   Let xa(x, u, p)x < Ixl2 hold in Sl(M, e) and let the hypoth-

eses of Theorems 2,3 or 4 be stated in terms of the original coefficients c, d

rather than the normalized coefficients c*, d*. Then:

(i) The conclusion of Theorem 2 holds ifN >Qorf is decreasing.

(ii) The conclusion of Theorem 3 holds if a < 0, or f is decreasing, or

xa(x, u, p)x = Xlxl2 in Q,(M, e) with X constant, 0 < X < 1.

(hi) The conclusion of Theorem 4 holds without further restriction.

7. Remarks on some results of Brezis. The relations considered in [1]

have the form

(10) -a(x)u" + b(x)u + c(x)u + ß(u) 3 f

where ß is a maximal monotone graph in R2 such that ß(0) is a closed interval

i7_> 7+] • With v = -u the monotony of ß gives

m > 0 => au" - bu' >y+ -f+ cu,
(H)

v > 0 => av" - bv > f - y  + cv

and our results apply with obvious choices of c(x, u, p). It should be observed

that a and b are the same in both problems, so a one-sided inequality such as

bx <o(lxl2) suffices both for u and for v = -u.

Although the theorems of [1] are worded as existence-uniqueness theorems,

actually [1] contains no new investigation of either existence or uniqueness. The

whole thrust of the analysis is, as it is here, to prove compactness of support.

When we suggest a relationship between our results and those of [1] we are re-

ferring to the compactness alone.

It should be mentioned too that the concept of solution in [1] is not the

same as ours. However, the conditions are so worded that:

(i) The problem is locally solvable.

(ii) The maximum principle holds.

(iii) The local solution is unique.

Brezis says (i) and (iii) are "well known" in his case and he uses (ii) in the same
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way as it is used here.  Our methods apply if (i) and (ii) hold. We do not need

(iii), but mention that the functions u(x, R) associated with (1) and (2) are

unique if

UEC(x,u,p),    VEC(x,v,p),   u>v=>U>V,

UEK(x,u),       VEK(x,v),       u>v*U>V.

Other conditions can be given, especially if the Bernstein-Serrin condition holds.

With the qualifications suggested by the above remarks, it can be said that

our Theorem 1 includes Theorem 1 of [1] and shows that the hypothesis that a

and b are bounded could be replaced by the weaker conditions

la(x)Ko(lxl2),   xb(x)<o(\x\2)   aslxl—►<».

Besides generalizing the boundary conditions, we could add a term P(x)Q(u) +

A(x)B(u) (for example) to the left side of (10), under the sole assumption that

P(x) > 0, uQ(u) > 0, \A(x)\ is bounded, F is continuous at 0, and F(0) = 0.

We could also replace the term c(x)u in (10) by a nonlinear term, such as

c(x)u3.

Theorem 3 shows that the hypothesis that I b(x) I is bounded in Theorem 1 '

of [1] could be replaced by the weaker hypothesis xb(x) < o(lxl). Furthermore

the conditions that

(12) Um es r [y+ - f(x)] = °°,   lim eh r [y~ - f(x)]

for every S > 0 could be replaced by

(13) y+-f(x)>F(r),   f(x)-y~>G(r)

where F and G are suitably restricted functions satisfying F > 0, G > 0 and

(14) $1 ehrF(r)dr = ~    J"~ eSrG(r)dr = °°

for every S > 0.  In the general case F and G have to be monotone and (14) is

equivalent to

lim supe6 rF(r) = °°,   lim sup eSrG(r) = °°

for each Ô > 0. This is only a slight improvement on (12).  However, if a < 0

in Theorem 3, or if Brezis' equation is so normalized that xa(x)x = Xlxl2,

X const, 0 < X < 1, then the monotony of F and G is not required, and the im-

provement represented by (14) is more substantial.  In addition, Theorem 3 gives

information about the dependence of 5 on the other parameters of the problem,

and it embraces nonlinear situations not contemplated in [1].

Theorem 2 shows that the hypothesis
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lim i» [y+ - f(x)] > 0,   lim i» [y~ - f(x)] < 0

in Theorem 2 of [1] can be replaced by (13) where

J™ r log r F(r)dr = °°      (n = 2),   JJ" r^Ftfdr = «      (n > 3).

Although Theorem 2 in [1] is just for the Laplacian our Theorem 2 applies to

the general elliptic-parabolic operator au" - bu and shows that the relevant param-

eter is the essential dimension N, not the dimension n of the space. Also, as

in the other cases, our result applies to nonlinear situations.

This application of Theorem 2 is subject to a minor adjustment described

now. Since the term c(x)u is missing, the hypothesis in Theorem 2 of [1] does

not entail our "basic hypothesis" on c(x, u, p) in Ixl < R0; it gives only

c(x, u, p) > - y where y is some constant. However, if

(15) inf    [x'a(x) - xb(x)] > 0
\x\<R0

and if the Dirichlet boundary condition Im I <Mj on T, is assumed, as in [1], it

is easy to show that the condition c(x, u, p) > -y, Ixl < R0, suffices. In [1]

the expression (15) is n.

We do not pursue this topic because under Brezis' conditions on a and b

one can usually get by with c(x, u, p) >-y(\ + \p\), Ixl < R0, and one can

allow mixed boundary conditions substantially more general than those of §5.

These matters are discussed later.  It will be seen that the main requirement is the

Bernstein-Serrin condition mentioned above.

Theorem 4 is not compared with [1] because the latter has no analog of

Theorem 4. Previous results showing closest affinity to Theorem 4 are certain

conditions for nonexistence of entire solutions [3].

8.  An elementary lemma. We introduce the abbreviations

m = m(x, R),   a = a(x, u, u),   b = b(x, u, u'),   c = c(x, u, u)

and the state following differential inequality and side condition for a radial

function p(r):

(16) ^iy)+(^'-bx)y<c,      a>0.

This is to hold in the subset of £l(R) where simultaneously

(17) r0<\x\<p,    \x\u'(x, R) = xp'(\x\),   u(x, R)> p(\x\),

r0 being any sufficiently large constant. We require in addition

(18) P(r0)>M,   p(p) = p'(p) = 0,   ß(r)>0      (r0<r<p).
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Lemma 1.   With notation as above let u(x, R) < M for Ixl = r0.  Then

u(x,R)<Oforp< IxKF.

For proof let p(r) be defined as 0 for r > p. Clearly u(x, R) < p(r) on the

boundary of the set {xlx G Sl(R), rQ < IxKF} and hence, by Theorem 2 of

[3], the same inequality holds inside. This gives the conclusion.

9. Proof of Theorem 1. Let sup u(x, R)=M*. If M* >MX the boundary

hypothesis shows the value M* is not attained in Fx and if M* > MQ the interior

hypothesis shows it is not attained in Sl(R). Hence M* < M or, in other words,

u(x, R)<M= max(M0, Mx).

This result is used without further comment in the sequel.

Now let

pj(r)=M[2-r/r0]2,     r0<r<2r0=p,

taking r0 so large that r0 > F0, er0 > 1, er0 > 2Af.  These inequalities give the

side conditions associated with Sl(M, e) when Lemma 2 is applied, and hence the

differential inequality for u holds if

xax 4M    .   ,    . .2M L     r \
ny — ""(«* ~bx^7T \2~r~ <e-
Ixr ror V y     ro)

This is assured for large r0 by conditions (ii) and (iii) in the theorem.

The proof leads to a number of similar theorems, of which Theorem 1 is

perhaps the simplest example. In Sl(M, e) let

xox < a(r)r2,   bx<ax' + ß(r),   c > y(r)

where r = Ixl and a, ß, y are given continuous functions. Then if there is a suit-

able solution 0 of the first-order linear inequality

a{r)6'(r) + ß(r)d(r) < y(r),     6(p) = 0,

the compactness follows by taking u' = rd. Theorem 2, which is discussed next,

corresponds to the case a = l,ß = const. The supplement to Theorem 2 cor-

responds to0<a<l,/3 = const.

The main difference between our proof and the proof of Theorem 1 in [1]

is that we separate the problems of getting an a priori bound for «, on the one

hand, and showing compactness of support on the other.    In [1] these steps are

intertwined, and the method is less general, although it involves more computa-

tion. Actually, our result cannot easily be obtained by following Brezis' proce-

dure even when the interior operator T and the boundary operator are both

linear. The trouble is twofold:  the estimate for M tends to °° as r0 —* °°, and
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the use of a radial comparison function near Fx does not lend itself Jo mixed

boundary conditions.

10. Proof of Theorem 2, easy case.  In this section we ignore the restric-

tions associated with Sl(M, e). Under the hypothesis of Theorem 2, the differen-

tial inequality of Lemma 1 is satisfied if

(19) p" + (N- l)p'/r < f(r),     p' < 0.

By using 2/ rather that / we see that (19) can be solved as an equality; the strict

inequality is not necessary. (The same can be demonstrated under the hypothesis

that /> 0, but the matter is then less trivial.) Accordingly, we find the solution

of the differential equation satisfying p(p) = p'(p) = 0. For N ¥= 2 this is

(20) m-CZ^^/P*-1™«.     r0<r<p.

The case N = 2 is similar and is not considered here.

The equation

(21) p'(r) = -r1-N$Pr1N-1f(t)dt

shows that p'(r) < 0 and that (p'/r)' > 0 if N > 0 or if/(/) is decreasing. (This

last is necessary for the supplementary remark.) Divergence of the integrals in

Theorem 2 implies divergence of (20) as p —► °°, and hence the condition p(r0)

= M can be attained.

11. Proof of Theorem 2, continued. The foregoing argument generalizes

Theorem 2 of [1], as noted above. However, from the point of view of this

paper it does not come to grips with the main problem, which is to ensure that

(x, m, p) belongs to Sl(M, e) when Lemma 1 is applied. This problem is discus-

sed now.

Lemma 2. Let w and f be locally integrable functions from [0, °°) to

[0, °o) such that

lim w(t) = <*>   and w(t)f(t)dt = «.
f—*oo

Then there exists a minorant g(t), 0 < g(f) < /(/), such that

J7 w(t)g(f)dt = <*>   and   f~ g(t)dt <<*>.

Furthermore iff was monotone decreasing we can choose g to be monotone de-

creasing, iff was continuous, g can be continuous, and so on.

We assume that wf is locally integrable since otherwise the result is obvious.

Pick a sequence {/(«)} such that w(t) > n2 for t > t(n), taking t(0) = 0. If
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(22) JZ» m* (« + \y

holds for Ti = 0, 1, 2, .. . use g(t) =/(f). Otherwise let nQ be the first n where

inequality (22) fails and multiply f0(t) = /(f) by a constant c0 on the interval

[Kno)> °°) so equality holds in (22) at « = ti0. This operation produces a new

function, /j. If (22) holds for fx we take g = fx. If not, let T7j be the first n

where (22) fails for/,, multiply /( by a constant c, beyond t(nx) to get equality

in (22) at T7 = T7j, and call the resulting function f2. Continuing in this way, we

get a sequence of functions /0, /,, /2, . . . which has a limit g.    It is easily

checked that g has the desired properties, or allows a suitable smooth minorant

which has them.

When Lemma 2 is applied to the proof of Theorem 2 our requirements are

f (t2~N - iW^giOdt = Mil -N),

-ju'(r) = rl~N j* t?-l&)dt < e,     r0<r<p.

If N < 2 we choose g by the lemma so that ¡q  tg(t)dt = °° and so that

j~ t?-ltfc)dt<e   or  f~g(t)dt<e

for 1 < N < 2 or N < 1, respectively. The possibility of getting a suitable p is

easily verified. If N > 2 we choose g so that

J0" P^giOdt = °°,   J7 ««* < 1.

Since the curve is convex for N > 1 it suffices to have \p.'(r0)\ < e, and on the

other hand the condition involving M holds if

(23) r\~N jPr   F-Itj(t)dt >M(N-2)+l.

First we choose r0 so large that M(N - 2) + 1 <r0e, and then choose p so that

(23) holds as an equality. Since the left side of (23) is rQ lju'(r0) I this completes

the proof.

12. Proof of Theorem 3, easy case. As in the proof of Theorem 2 above,

we begin by ignoring the restrictions associated with Sl(M, e). The differential

inequality of Lemma 1 holds in Theorem 3 if p satisfies

p"-2ap! -ß2u = f(r),      p'<0,   p > 0.

Hence we consider the solution of this equation satisfying u(p) = p'(p) = 0;

namely, we consider

/-—¿-4—mot,
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where r and a are the roots of s2 - 2as - ß2 = 0, with t < 0 < o. This assumes

ß > 0. The case ß = 0 is easier and is not presented here.

Divergence of the integral in (ii) of Theorem 3 implies divergence of the

integral above, and hence the condition p(r0) > M can be attained with er0 > 1

and with a suitable p. The conditions p > 0, p < 0 are verified by inspection,

and Theorem 3 follows.

To get the supplementary remark note that the differential equation gives

p! > 0 whenever a < 0. If a > 0 and / is decreasing use the explicit formula

W p"(r) = fir) -/; a-l--^f-f(t)dt.

By the second mean-value theorem (or, more simply, by considering the worst

f) it is seen that p"(r) > 0 if

rs a1eo{r-t) _ T2eT(r-t)

Jr a-T

That this is so is readily verified by taking y = t - r as new variable and evaluat-

ing the integral.

The only remaining case is that xax = Xlxl2 and a > 0.  If y is a given

positive number the locus {(a, ß)\(a2 + ß2)l/2 - a > 7} is equivalent to the locus

{(a, ß2)\ß2 > 7(7 + 2a)}. The latter is a closed half plane, not containing the

origin.  Suppose, now, that (a, ß2) belongs to this locus, and that 0 < X < 1.

Then (a/X, j32/X) also belongs to the locus. This shows that the case 0 < X < 1

allows a larger exponent -t than the case X = 1 and completes the proof.

In the present context we can go further and even allow X = 0. (This

possibility was already implied in the above discussion of Brezis' equation.) As

X —► 0 the limiting value of the exponent ~7(X) is ß2/2a, which is larger than

the exponent in Theorem 3. Hence /J° exp{(j32/2a)t}j\t) dt = °° and we can

construct a solution of

-2ap'-ß2p<f(t),   p(p) = 0,   p(r0)>M.

Replacing / by a differentiable minorant that vanishes at p = p¡ —*■ °° ensures

m G C^2\ p'(p) = 0, and the desired conclusion follows.

The only reason for excluding the case X = 0 in the Supplement is that we

would have to assume / bounded to get into the set £l(M, e). This matter is dis-

cussed next.

13. Proof of Theorem 3, continued. We now re-examine the proof of

Theorem 3 with a view to constructing a function u with Ip'l small.

Since o(r -1) < r(r - t) for r < t < p it follows that

(26) \p'(r)\ </rP eTir-^f(t)dt,      rQ<r<p.
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On the other hand the condition p(r) < M is compatible with p{r0) > M and

gives

(27) ¡Pr eT(,-f)/(0 dt<{o- t)M +f* ea^r-^f(t) dt.

To get a useful result, we have to arrange matters so that M is small and also so

that the second integral in (27) is small. This is accomplished by combining Lern

ma 2 with the following lemma:

Lemma 3.   Let u(x) be differentiable and <p(r) continuous. For some

value rx let the one-sided derivatives satisfy <p'(rï +) < <p'(rx -). Then u(x) - <¡>(r)

does not attain its maximum over the region x ESl, rQ < IxK r2, at any point

of the surface Ixl = rx which is interior to SI.

We omit the trivial proof.

Besides these lemmas, we shall also need an estimate for \p'(r)\ from

\p'(r0)\, even if p" < 0 at some points. This is obtained by combining (26) at

r with

m >/: ̂ '«>*
at r0. The two results together give

(28) Irl \u'(r)\ < (o - T)\p'(r0)\,     r0<r<p.

Turning now to the proof of Theorem 3, we assume a =£ 0, ß + 0,

2(o - t)M > e. (If one or more of these conditions fails the proof simplifies.)

Choose constants m and r0 such that 2(o - r)m = e, erQ = 2, and let y = p0(t)

= k0 - Kt be the equation of the line segment joining (r0, M) to (rx, m), where

rx >rQ. We make rx so large that the slope -k of this line satisfies

(29) 2lak<r327?7,   2(o -t)k < elrl.

The first of these inequalities ensures

ul-2au'0-ß2p0<0.

The second inequality (29) is used later.  It is important to note that both in-

equalities continue to hold as m increases, provided m<M, and also that k de-

creases as m increases.

Now that 7-j is fixed, use Lemma 2 to construct a continuous minorant g

such that

f(t)>g(t)>0,   J7 e~Ttg(t)dt = ~,   f~g(t)dt<e¿.

If/(f) was monotone, we take g(t) also monotone.

Let jUj(r) satisfy
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p'l - 2ap\ - ß2px = git),   Pl(r1) = m,   px(p) = p\(p) = 0

for some p > rx. The existence of px follows from the divergence of the rele-

vant integral, as in §12. The function p defined by

u(0 = M0(0      (r0<t<rx),   p(t) = px(t)     (rx<t<p)

satisfies the appropriate differential inequality and boundary conditions, except

perhaps at / = rx, and also satisfies

p">0,   p'<0,   p>0,    \p'\<e     (t*rx).

Here the first three conditions follow as in §12 and the last follows from (26)

and (27) applied to (m, rx, g) instead of (M, r0, f).

If p'x(rx +) < -2k, where -k is the slope of the line p0 as mentioned

above, then Lemma 3 shows that the function u(x) - u(lxl) does not attain its

maximum at an interior point where Ixl = rx. Hence the maximum, if positive,

is attained at an interior point where r0 < Ixl < rx or rx < Ixl < p. Either

case leads to a contradiction as in §12. However, we now have lu'(r)l < e in

the maximum point, so that the point is in Í2(M, e).

Suppose next that p'x(rx+) > -2k. As we increase the value m, the value

of p also increases, hence lu'j(rj)l increases, and on the other hand k decreases.

Since the functions are continuous, and the final value of k is 0, there must be

a point at which equality holds. For this value of m, say m = m2, and for the

corresponding p2 on (rx, p2), we have

lu2(r1+)l = 2K2<elrl/(a-r)

where the last equality is the second inequality (29). Applying (28) to (p2, rx,

p2) instead of (p, r0, p) we get Iju^W < e> r\ <r<-p2- The proof follows as

in the first case.

It should perhaps be mentioned that these complications are not necessary

to generalize Theorem 1* of [1] as explained above. The latter follows from the

argument in §12.

14. A counterexample. We discuss Theorem 3 when a > 0 and the equa-

tion is not normalized. In the linear case, which is assumed here, the basic con-

dition is

xa(x)x = X(x)lxl2,      0 < X(x) < 1.

If X is constant the equation behaves like the normalized equation, for which

X = 1.  But if X is variable, the proof of Theorem 3 requires that /be monotone.

We want to show that some condition of the sort is necessary; in other words,
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the distinction between the normalized and the unnormalized equations is a gen-

uine distinction.

First, a preliminary remark.  Instead of assuming / decreasing in the sup-

plement to Theorem 3, it would suffice to assume e~Krf(r) decreasing for a

suitable positive constant k. Namely, let k ¥= o and let

P = (o-k)I(o-t),  Q = (k-t)/(o-t)

so that P + Q = 1. Then a sufficient condition for k is

(oQ + tP)2 < (o2)Q(r2f      (k < o)

or the reversed inequality if k > o. The choice k = o is permissible if o < (¡IrI,

where £ is the root of the transcendental equation % In % = 1 + %.

The proof of these remarks is left to the reader. Our object is to point

out that any counterexample to Theorem 3 in the unnormalized case will require

a rather irregular behavior both in / and in the function X.

We consider first the case ß = 0. By a change of scale it can be supposed

that 2a = 1, and hence the desired condition for a radial solution u(x) = p(r) is

X/i" - p! > f. This assumes equality in conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 3, as

is appropriate for construction of an example.

Let w be a given positive continuous function which remains fixed through-

out the discussion. We are going to find functions / and X such that

(30) J0~ w(t)f(t)dt =

and nevertheless the solutions u(x, R) of the above inequality do not satisfy

u(x, R) < 0 for large Ixl and F. Hence, u+ does not have compact support.

Condition (30) shows that no integral-divergence hypothesis bearing on /, a, ß

alone can suffice. For example, it would not be sufficient to have / so large that

/0°° e~6tf(t)dt = °° for every Ô. This is seen by taking w(t) = exp(-f2).

We choose a sequence {an} which remains fixed throughout the discussion.

For ease in following the proof one should consider that an is sparse; say an =

t?! However the only condition really needed is a0 > 0, an + x -an> 1.

The function/is to be positive near an and 0 elsewhere, in such a way that

the area of the spike near a„ is bn. Hence

/(')=£   bnd(t- an)
n = l

where 5 is the Dirac distribution.

Next we take a large, smooth, increasing function g(t) and define 1/X to

agree with g except in the immediate neighborhood of the points an, where X =

1. Then f/X = f and the desired inequality is
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(3D p"-g0P>f

with g0= g except in the immediate neighborhood of an, where g0 = I. We set

(32) ^^f0'*oOO*àJ0'i(i)*
and note that the distinction between g and g0 is unimportant in (32), although

it is important in (31).

Next pick bn so that
oo

bn>\,     Z   w(an)bn=°°-
n = l

The first condition is merely a convenience, but the second is needed to ensure

(30). Finally, choose g so large that

(33) S(an.l)>b„2n,     n = 1,2,3,-

If the spikes around an are narrow enough, it will be seen that p gives a counter-

example.

Indeed, the solution of the differential equation corresponding to (31) is

(34) rtr) = JrP e°W J' e~G^f(s) ds dt

where p = R and u(x, R) = p(r). (The condition p'(p) = 0 is irrelevant.) If

am is the first of the a„'s satisfying an > t we have

Jp e-G^f(s)ds = bme-G^m)[l + E]

where the error term E satisfies

E<bm+xe-^"m) + bm+2e-s<°m + 0 + • • •< 1.

Here we have used e~g <l/g and (33). If we estimate p(r) in (34) by the above

inequality on (am_x, am) the result is

2b
Kr)< Z  ^-^<2-

m=l Wm-1'

Hence p(r) remains bounded as p —► °° and the desired counterexample is ob-

tained.

We now construct a similar example when ß ¥= 0. Here the family u(x, R)

= p(x, p) is to satisfy Xu" - 2au' - ß2p > f where a > 0 and ß > 0 are given,

but X with 0 < X(x) < 1 and / satisfying (30) are to be found. To this end define

-T = (a2 + ß2)112-a,   a0 = a-T,   f0= fe~Tt,   w0 = weTt.

The construction just described gives suitable functions u0, X,/n satisfying

\p'¿-2a0p'0>f0,  J" Wo«*
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Then the family of functions u(x, R) = u(r, p) = eTru0(r, p) provides the desired

example.

15. Proof of Theorem 4. Here the comparison equation is

(35) p"</(ju)g(lp'l),      i/<0,   u">0,

where the latter condition is needed to get the supplementary remark. Replac-

ing / by //2, we can get strict inequality in Lemma 1 from equality in (35);

since Ip'l > 0 for the function p used here, the strict inequality is not needed

at points where p = 0.

Hence, we solve (35) with equality instead of inequality. The function

£ = -p.' satisfies

Solving for % gives, in the notation of Theorem 4, -dp/dr = G 1 [F(p)] and the

desired condition p(p) = 0 can be attained because the relevant integral converges

near 0.  Equation (36) shows that lp' I will remain small if ¡q f(t) dt < e0 for

e0 sufficiently small, and this can always be achieved by use of a suitable minor-

ant for /

16. Conditional compactness. If the integral criterion in one of the above

theorems fails there is a critical value Mc such that every solution with M <MC

has compact support, but the problem admits a counterexample with M = Mc.

The problem is conditionally compact, and Mc is the critical value.

In computing Mc we ignore the restrictions associated with Sl(M, e). Thus

the inequality is taken in the simple form

a(x)u" -b(x)u >c(x, u, u)

where c(x, u, u) has the values/f/), ß2u + f(r),f(u)g(\u\) in Theorems 2, 3 or

4, respectively. It is supposed that the hypotheses relevant to compactness

holds for Ixl > rQ; the region Ixl < rQ is taken care of by the basic hypothesis,

as before.

Here are some critical values:

Mc

-t2-N-r2-N
= J~      2-N     ^fftdt      (Theorem 2,N¥> 2),

Mc = 17 Hog * - loS rol 'AO*        (Theorem 2, N = 2),

•oo eT(r0-f) _eo(r0-i)

,  -f(t)dt    (Theorem 3, ß ± 0),
r0 O-T

r» e2at - e2Cir°
Mr = \    -=-e-2atf(t)dt    (Theorem 3, ß = 0).

c      JrQ ¿a
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With equal ease, one can get a relation between M and the quantity rQ + p which

gives the radius of the support of u+. For example under the hypothesis of

Theorem 4 the relation is

CM      ds

(37) p = '0 + J°Fw
If the integral on the right converges as M —► °° the radius of the support of u+

can be chosen independently of M. The corresponding phenomenon in Theorems

2 and 3 is not interesting because it requires a singularity in /. Here, however,

the integral can converge even if/and g are regular; the singular behavior is

generated by the nonlinearity in the term f(u)g(Iu I).

The above formula is sharp, in the sense that if M is larger or p smaller than

allowed by the formula there exists a differential inequality and a corresponding

solution providing a counterexample, much as in §14. However the formula is

not sharp as a function of N, because the inequality N > 1 was replaced hy N =

1 in the derivation. If N > 1, the term (N- l)/r in the comparison equation

can be exploited, in general, so as to allow a larger M.

We give an example to show that this lack of sharpness is not always im-

portant. Let /(/) = ta, 0 < a < 1, and let g(s) = 1. Then the formula (37) gives

p-r0<7ili<1-ol)/2,      N>1,

where y = 2/(1 - a). On the other hand if N is given in advance and y < y/2,

the above estimate can fail, for some M > 0, no matter how large N may be. We

omit the easy proof.

17. The main theorem. The foregoing boundary conditions exclude prob-

lems of Type II, in which uv alone is prescribed. Nor do they allow mixed condi-

tions such as p(x)m - q(x)uv < 0 (p > 0, q > 0, p + q = I). To generalize the

boundary conditions let T be divided into three parts, r0, r, and T2. We assume

here that Tx is compact, T2 is bounded, and T0 is the rest of T. Since T2 will

be primarily concerned with uv, it requires some hypothesis of smoothness. We

assume T2 is regular in the following sense:  there exists a function c4(x) G C^

in a neighborhood of T2 such that <¡>v > 0 on T2. This condition is discussed in

[5] ; suffice it to say here that T2 can have any number of corners, provided the

corners are not infinitely sharp. It is by no means required that T2 admit an

internally tangent paraboloid in the sense of Alexandrov, still less that it admit

an internally tangent sphere in the sense of Hopf. The latter conditions do not

even hold for a cube.

New boundary hypothesis.   With r = r0 U rx U T2 as above, u < 0

on T0 and, for some positive constants Mx, M2,
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x G rx and u > Mx => uv > 0,   x G T2 and « > M2 => uv > 0.

The foregoing proofs were simple because we had a rather strong hypothesis

on the function c. The following allows a much broader class of functions c, at

the cost of only a slight restriction on the matrix a:

New interior hypothesis.   There exists a positive constant M0, inde-

pendent of F, and a positive constant e, depending on F, such that the three

conditions jc G Sl(R), u> M0, \p\ < e together imply

e\a(x,u,p)\<l,   e\b(x,u,p)\<l,   ec(x, u, p)> - \p\,

pa(x, u, p)p > e\p\2,   a(x, u, p) > 0.

The function ß(u) in Brezis' formulation has discontinuities at which the

differential inequality may fail, and a term sgn u occurs in the variational prob-

lems mentioned in the introduction.  For such problems the inequality fails at

the isolated zeros of «.

To deal with these matters, let b¡ be given numbers and let B¡ = {x\u(x) =

b¡}. We allow an exceptional set given by the countable union F = U B¡. Thus,

instead of being a monotone graph ß(u) is allowed to be the interval [-«>, °°] at

each point of the countable set {b¡}. This case neither includes nor is included

by that in [1].

New regularity hypothesis.    The functions u(x, R) are of class C°,

D1 and D2 in the sets Sl(R\ Sl(R) and Sl(R) - B, respectively. The differential

inequality holds in the set Sl*(e, R) = Sl(e, R) - B.

The following is the main theorem of this paper:

Theorem 5. // the boundary, interior and regularity hypotheses are modi-

fied as described above, Theorems 1, 2, 3, 4 continue to hold.

18. Proof of the main theorem.  In addition to the sets B¡ of the foregoing

discussion, it is often possible to allow exceptional sets of the form A¡ =

{xlaf(x) = 0} where a¡ are given functions of class D^ such that la¡(x)l > 0 in

Sl(R). The differential inequality and the hypothesis u ED^ perhaps fail in

the countable union A ={JA¡.

This is not done here, because it would not be possible to ensure p II x at

the maximum. Thus, introduction of the essential dimension would require some

sort of continuity hypothesis, which we prefer to avoid.  On the other hand for

the special case A¡ = {xl Ixl = a¡} this objection does not apply, and such sets

are allowed. They are useful whenever radial functions are pieced together, as

in [1] and in the foregoing discussion. We take account of these sets in the

proof of Theorem 5, though for simplicity they were omitted from the statement.

Lemma 4.   Let SlQ be a bounded open set and let A and B denote a count-
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able union of sets {x\a¡(x) = 0 or u(x) - b¡} as above. Let u and v be differen-

tiable in S20, continuous in the closure, and let inflt/(x)l > 0. Finally, suppose

the maximum ofu~v over Çl0 does not occur on the boundary.  Then there

exists an arbitrarily small constant 77 > 0 and an arbitrarily small function 6 G

C^, with d" > 0, such that the maximum ofu-v + r}u + 9 occurs at a point

of Í20 - A - B. Furthermore, if the a¡ are radial, we can take 6 to be radial.

To prove this let inflt/l = 28 and let 5,(5) = {xlx G fi0, m(x) - b¡,

\u'(x)l > 8}. Clearly it suffices to introduce a small perturbation which moves

the maximum away from the union of the sets A¡ and B¡(8). If we set i//2n =

an(x) and ip2n + i = "(■*) ̂  can De accomplished by a perturbation of form

Hx) = rt0\x\2+ Z Vjn(x)
n=l

as in [4].  Lemma 4 follows at once.

Lemma 5.  Under the new interior, boundary and regularity hypotheses

u(x, R)<M= max(M0, Mx, M2).

For proof assume max m(x, R) > M.  Then Fx is excluded as a possible

locus of the maximum.  Furthermore the new interior hypothesis and Lemma 4

show that u satisfies the strong maximum principle [3]. Hence the result follows

by considering m + ae^ in a shell-like region surrounding r2, as in [3], [5],

again using Lemma 4.

We now outline the proof of Theorem 5. Let S be a small positive con-

stant and let px (R) be a linear function whose graph contains the two points

(6, p) and (R, 0).  Also let pQ(r) be chosen much as p(r) was chosen in the proof

of Theorems 1, 2, 3, or 4, except that the initial conditions p(p) = p'(p) — 0

formerly used are now replaced by p0(p) = Px(p), p'0(p) = p\(p)- We define

p(r) = p0(r) for r0 < r < p and p(r) = px (r) for p < r < R.   This p allows a

larger M than does the p in the earlier proof, and it also satisfies lu'I > 0, r0 <

r < R. Hence we can use Lemma 4 with v(x) = p(lxl). The small perturbation

associated with Lemma 4 causes no trouble, because the functions / and g in our

theorems are positive.  Letting ô —* 0 gives the desired conclusion.

The assumption that / and g are positive was introduced with a view to the

argument above. For simpler results f> 0 and g > 0 would be sufficient.

19.  Large comparison functions.  Although the foregoing analysis allows

boundary conditions of the form u < Mx ( and indeed, this is the simplest case)

a corresponding condition of form uv > ~M2 is generally insufficient. Similarly,

it is not enough just to have c(x, u, u) bounded below in Ixl < r0, though this

is a rather common situation in practice.
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Discussion of these matters is simplified if the boundary condition on rx

is of Dirichlet type rather than mixed, and this is assumed here. Mixed condi-

tions such as those above will require either that rx U r2 is regular or that the

boundary operator k(x, u, uv) satisfies appropriate continuity conditions on rx.

The first case is included by letting Tx be empty, so that T2 stands for rx U r2.

The second case is somewhat more complicated [5].

We also require the following

Topological assumption.   There exists a point P in the complement of

Í2 which can be joined to a point Q in SI by a continuous curve that does not

meet T2.

Supplement.   Suppose the hypotheses associated with Theorem 5 are

modified as follows:

(i) rx is bounded, T2 is regular and compact, and the associated bound-

ary conditions are

x E rx => u(x) <MX,   x G T2 and u(x) >M2=> u„(x) > -M3.

(ii) The condition ec(x, u, p)>- \p\ in the interior hypothesis is replaced

by ec(x, u,p)>-l-\p\, with e = e(F) as before.

(iii) In all hypotheses pertaining to the region Ixl < r0 the side condition

\p\ < e is dropped, and in all hypotheses pertaining to the region Ixl > r0 the

side condition u <Mis dropped.

(iv)  The topological assumption holds.

Then the conclusion still holds.

Here, as elsewhere, the Mk are positive constants independent of F. In

condition (iii) the value r0 is fixed but sufficiently large. In particular, 1*1 <

r0 contains Tx, T2, the points P, Q of the topological assumption, and their

connecting curve. The value r0 must also be allowed to satisfy er0 > 1, where

e is associated with the condition eIxl > 1 in the set Sl(M, e).  The essence of

the matter is that an a priori bound u < M is never available, and the condition

I «'I < e is available only in the part of the analysis involving the radial compari-

son function p(r), r0 < r < p < F.

20. Outline of proof.  Let 0 be a function of class C(2) in IxK r0 + 1

which agrees with <j> in a neighborhood of T2 and agrees with r0 - Ix I in a

neighborhood of Ixl = r0. Then move the singularities of 0 in SI to a small

neighborhood of P, as is allowed by the topological assumption. Thus we get a

function 0 G C(2) in Sl(r0) satisfying

inf0„>O   onT2,      inflö'l > 0   in Sl(rQ).
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Furthermore 0 is radial near Ixl = r0 and 90/9r < 0, Ixl = rQ. We set

V(x) = y- ae*59**)

and try to choose the positive constants a, ß and 7 in such a way that u-v

can attain a positive maximum in Ixl < r0 only on Ixl = rQ, if at all. To this

end, let a > 1, and choose ß so that the maximum of u - v cannot occur at an

interior point of Sl(r0) at which u>M0. Next, increase a, if necessary, so that

aße^e9v > M3, x G T2. This ensures that the maximum cannot occur at a

point of T2 where u>M2.  Finally, choose 7 so large that

y>MQ+M1+M2+aeßB,     xE£l(r0).

This ensures that u is sufficiently large at a positive maximum of u - v and com-

pletes the construction.

If v = M on Ix I = r0 we find a suitable function p(r) with p(r0) = M as

in the proofs above. (Theorem 1 may require a linear function of small slope,

before introduction of the main comparison function, because the value of r0

must not be changed.) We now define w(x) = v(x) for Ixl <r0, w(x) = p(\x\)

for r0 < Ix I < p, and w(x) = 0 for p < Ix I. If the maximum of u(x, R) -

w(x) is positive, its only possible location is on a point of Ixl = r0 interior to

Í2. But this contradicts Lemma 3. Hence, u < w, and the supplement follows.

Throughout this discussion we have tacitly assumed that u ED^2\ Under

the new regularity assumption it is necessary to introduce a small perturbation

in each stage of the argument, as in §18.  The details are not difficult and are

left to the reader.

21. Discussion of the supplement.  Here we consider the question whether

the topological assumption is really necessary for the supplement to the main

theorem. As a matter of fact it is not, provided the comparison functions p(r)

have a large slope at r0, and provided the condition Ipl < e is dropped in the

definition of Sl(M, e).   In this case we make 0 behave like (const) + Ix I near

Ixl = r0, instead of like (const) - Ixl, so that the singularities can be moved to

the region Ixl > r0. If \p'(r0)\ is sufficiently large, for the comparison function

p used beyond r0, the desired conclusion still follows from Lemma 3. Conditions

ensuring that \p'(r0)\ —* <*> with M and p are readily found. Indeed, \p'(r0)\ —*■

°° holds in Theorem 2 if N > 2. It holds in Theorem 3 if ß > 0 or if ß = 0 and

a < 0. It holds in Theorem 4 if / and g satisfy

/0-A0A—   or   ¡--L-)dt<fQf(t)dt.

A version of Theorem 1 with lu'(r0)l —► °° is easily obtained by following the

suggestions in §9, though we shall not do so.
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It is most interesting that, in the absence of the topological assumption,

the supplement requires a large value of lp'(r0)l, whereas the original theorem

required a large value of p(r0). Indeed, the main difficulty in the original proof

was to show that Ip'l was small.

We now show that this distinction between Theorem 5 and the supplement

is a genuine distinction. If \p'(r0)\ remains bounded, and the topological assump-

tion fails, then the supplement can fail even when the condition \p(rQ)\ —► °°

of Theorem 5 is fulfilled.

Let SI be the region Ix I > 1 and let N = 1 ; more specifically, let

xox = Ixl2,     <zx'-Z>x=l.

For example this holds for au" = Au and bx = n - 1, showing that the behavior

illustrated here does not depend on a pathological choice of a or b. We also take

c(x, u, u) = fir) where f(r) = f~3l2¡2 for r > 2, so that

J2 fir)dr < °°,   J7 rf(r)dr = «.

The first condition is needed to keep lp'(2)l bounded and the second is the in-

tegral criterion of Theorem 2 for N = 1.

Let us now define

u(x,F) = a-r(21/2-F-1/2), l<r<2,

u(x,R) = (r-R)R-1l2 -2Q-1'2 -R1'2),      2<r<F,

where a is chosen so as to make the function continuous at r = 2.  Since the

differential equation for a radial solution p(r) is p"(r) = f(r) in the case N = 1,

c = f(r) being considered here, it is seen that au" - bu = f(r) where f(r) =

r_3/2/2 for r > 2 and f(r) = 0 for r < 2. Also « G C(2) except on Ixl = 2

where u E C(1).  Clearly u(x, R) = 0, and

Mv = -(2-1/2-F-1/2)>-2-1/2,      1x1 = 1.

Nevertheless the support of u+ is not compact.  This shows that we cannot

allow a boundary condition such as uv > -1 without the topological assump-

tion, even if c(x, u, u) > 0 everywhere.

We could have defined «(x, F) by a quadratic for 1 < Ix I < 2 in such a

way as to make uv > 0 on Ixl = 1.  Since the slope remains bounded on

Ixl = 2 as F —-> °°, the second derivative would remain bounded. Thus we

cannot allow a condition such as c(x, u, p) > -1 without the topological as-

sumption, even if uv > 0 on the whole of T2.
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